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hysicians have witnessed a growing interest in clinical
practice guidelines in recent years. Practice guidelines are
official statements issued by medical groups or government
agencies that specify the proper care of specific conditions
or performanceof procedures (1). Their development has
escalated recently because of growing concerns that map
propriate or unnecessary procedures may be contributing
to the rising costs of health care (2). The development of
guidelines has been promoted by federal and state govern
ments, specialty societies, academic medical centers, pay
ers, employers and others concerned with quality (3).

An important step in developing diagnostic practice
guidelines is to define the procedure to be examined. Nu
clear medicine has faced difficulties with this step because
methods for performing and interpreting tests vary widely
between medical centers and practitioners. The variability
with which nuclearmedicine proceduresare performedhas
several disadvantages. Unnecessary variation can hamper
quality control, increase costs and interfere with the effi
cient transferof research findings to clinical practice. In
consistent protocols also make it difficult for meta-analysts
to combine the data from small studies that lack statistical
power into a larger pool of more meaningful data. This
inability to synthesize data weakens scientific arguments
for performingprocedures. Inconsistency also affects phy
sicians, who must decide individually how best to perform
procedures and who cannot apply study results to their
practices unless they follow the same protocol.

This problem is best remedied by reaching some agree
ment on a standardprotocol for performingthe procedure.
The authors have called such agreements procedure guide
lines. These guidelines can be produced by evidence-based
or opinion-based methods (4). Evidence-based methods
rely on a careful analysis of scientific evidence to deter
mine which techniques produce the best clinical outcomes.
This process, which typically involves expert panel meet
ings and background research by staff, is labor intensive,
can require 1 to 3 yr to reach completion and depends on
the availability of reliable evidence. Opinion-based meth
ods, in which a group of experts simply reach consensus on

A methodfordevelopingdiagnosticpracticeguidelinesis pre
sentedinwhicha teamofexpertsuseda semiquantitativescor
ing system to reach consensus on a standard procedure for
SPECT cerebral perfusionimaging.Methods: An expert panel
generated a list of elements that they thought were important for
the optimalperformanceof cerebralperfu@onima@ngas the
first phaseofa modifiedDelphipaneltechnique.Panelmembers
then scored each statement to indicate the importanceof that
statementfor the performanceof cerebralperfusionimaging.
The scores were recordedforeach statementandthe average
score,s.d.andvarianceforeachstatementweredeterminedfor
eachsuccessivepanelround.A totalofthreepanelroundswere
eonducted. The change in average s.d. between scoring rounds
was analyzed for significance using both parametric and nonpa
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change in average s.d., which indicated enhanced consensus,
was significant at p < 0.0001. Following consensus, all state
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were generated in 3 mo, at low cost and wfth dear documenta
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can replace informal discussion with systematic scoring math
ode to rate the qusJityof evidence, generalizabilityto practice
conditions,appropriateindicationsand strengthof recommen
dations.
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a protocol, are faster, require fewer resources and have
been used for many years by specialty societies and hos
pital committees. The problems with this approach are that
the recommendations may not be evidence based and the
process by which consensus was reached is often poorly
documented. This makes it difficult for persons outside the
process to evaluate the analytic rationale and invites spec
ulation about conflicts of interest and partiality.

Although evidence-based methods offer the best strat
egy to circumvent these problems, the lack of scientific
evidence and the time and resources required to produce
evidence-based procedure guidelines suggest the need for
an interimprocess that can produce temporaryguidelines
based on expert consensus with clear documentation of
how that consensus was derived. In this article, the authors
present a method for developing recommendations for a
standard procedure for SPECF cerebral perfusion imaging
in which a team of experts used a semiquantitative scoring
system to reach consensus. The results were generated in
3 mo, at low cost and with clear documentation of ratio
nale. The authors believe that similar methods could be
used to generate interim procedure guidelines quickly for
other imaging tests.

METhODS

Members of an expert panel were chosen because of their
contributionsto the SPEC!' cerebralperfusionimagingliterature
and their past participation in related conferences (5) and semi
nars. Three ofthe 11 panel members had PhD degrees, one had an

MD/PhD degree and the remaining had MD degrees. All of these
physicianmembersof the panelwere nuclearmedicinespecialists
with additional training in either internal medicine or radiology.
After agreeingto serve on the expert panel, the modifiedDelphi
panel technique(4 7) was describedto each panelist.

The firsttaskof the panelwas to generatea list ofelements that
they thought were important to the performance of cerebral per
fusion imaging.Each panelistwas sent a fax stating, â€œIndicate
those elements that are importantfor the opthnalperfonnance of
a high quality SPECT Cerebral Perfusion Imaging study with
exametazi,ne.â€• Instructions were otherwise nondirective. Panel
ists were allowed to submit as many statements as they wished.
No guidancewas providedas to potentialsubtopics (e.g., patient
preparation, instrumentation setup or radiopharmaceutical prep
aration).

First ScorIng Round
The submittedwritten statements were collated by one of the

authors(JW.F.) into specific subtopic areas:(1) radiopharmaceu
tical, (2) instrumentation and setup, (3) patient preparation, (4)
computersetup and acquisitionparametersand (5) analysis (pro
cessing and quantitation). The statements were not edited, al
though duplicateor similar statements were eliminatedso that
only one representativestatement appeared in the final listing.
The statements were numbered sequentiallyon a standardized
form and faxed to the panelists for scoring.This portion of the
process required 1 hr of the panelist's time and was completed in
approximately 3 wk.

Panelmemberswere instructedto write a value from 1 to 9 for
each statementto indicatethe importanceof thatstatementto the
performance of the cerebral perfusion imaging. A score of â€œ1â€•

indicatedthat the statementwas definitelynot important.A score
of â€œ5â€•indicated that the importanceof the statement was â€œun
certain.â€• A score of â€œ9â€•indicated that the statement was cx
tremely important. Panel members were also instructed to add
any additionalstatementsto the end ofthe statementlist ifan item
they thoughtwas importantwas not reflectedin any of the state
ments. Panelmembersscored each statementfor importanceus
ing the standardform and returnedthe forms by fax. The scores
fromall membersof the panelwere recordedfor each statement,
and the averagescore, s.d. andvariance for each statementwere
determined.Collatingthe scores requiredapproximately4 hr and
was completed within approximately 3 wk of receiving the scores
fromthepanelists.

Conference Call
The statement list, with added statements and with the scores

of all panelists, was returnedto the panel membersby fax. After
anopportunityto review the statementsandscores, the panelwas
convened for a 60-mmtelephone conference. The purpose of the
teleconferencewas to allowpanelmembersto exchangeviewson
the importanceof particularitems. The rules of the conference
wereestablishedto alloweachmemberof thepanelwhowished
to comment on a particularstatement to be able to do so.

Prior to the conference, the statements that had the highest s.d.
(2.5ormore),reflectingtheweakestconsensus,wereselectedfor
discussion in the conference. Each of these statements was pre
sented for comment to all membersof the panel. Panel members
were not requiredto revise or make scoring decisions duringthe
teleconference.The teleconferenceresembledthe approachused
by the RAND Corporation to develop appropriateness and neces
sity scores for selected medical interventions (e.g., coronary ar
tery bypass surgeryand angioplasty).RAND panels actuallymet
for at least 1 or more days to accomplish the same tasks as this
teleconference.

Second Scoring Round
Following the teleconference, the panel members were again

asked to review the statement list and to rescore each of the
statements using the same instructions as for the First Panel
Round.As in the teleconference,panel memberscould now see
the scores thatother membersassignedeach statement, including
the averagescore, s.d. andvariance. They returnedthe formsvia
fax, and their individualscores, average score, s.d. and variance
for each statementwere assembled and calculated.

Agr.em.nt and Disagreement
Statementsfromthe secondscoringroundwere alsoevaluated

for agreementusing the method described by the RAND Corpo
ration (8). The method does not depend on parametric statistics
but instead uses an empiricalgroupingof scores (Table 1). For
example, underthe most strictdefinitionforagreement(AilS), all
11 panel membersassign a score that fallswithin a specific three
pointrange(1â€”3,4â€”6,or 7â€”9).Thenext levelofagreementismore
relaxed (A11R) and requires that all panel members assign a score
withinany three-pointrange,evenif it straddlesmorethan oneof
the above ranges(e.g., all ratingsbetween 3 and5). The firstlevel
of disagreement(DilS) applies if at least one panel member as
signs a score of 1 and at least one assigns a score of 9. The scores
providedby panel membersfor SPECF brain perfusionimaging
were stratifiedaccordingto these eight levels of agreementand
disagreement.
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TABLE I
Rand Agreement/DIsagreement Definitions

All 1I of the ratings fell within a single three-POint region (1â€”3,4â€”8
or7â€”9).

fri I I oftheratingstellwithinanythree-pointrange.
Afterdiscardingone extreme highand one extreme lowrating,the

remainingnineratingsaNfellwithina singlethree-pointregion
(1â€”3,4â€”6or 7â€”9).

After discarding one extreme high and one extreme low rating, the
remainingnineratingsfellwithinanythree-pointrange.

Considering all 11 ratings, at least one was a 1 and at least one
was a 9.

Considering all 11 ratIngs, at least one fell In the lowest
three-point region and at least one fell In the highest (7â€”9).

After discarding one extreme high and one extreme low rating, at
leastoneoftheremainingnineratingswasa I andatleastone
was a 9.

After discarding one extreme high and one extreme low rating, at
least one of the remaining nine ratings fell In the lowest
three-point region and at least one fell In the highest (7-9).

Agreement AIlS:

Al I R:
A9S:

A9R:

Disagreement D11S:

Dl 1R:

D95:

D9R:

Statistical Analysis
The change in averages.d. was analyzed for significanceusing

both parametric (Student's unpaired t-test) and nonparametric
tests (Mann-WhitneyU and Koimogorov-Smimov).

RESULTS

The first solicitation generated 73 statements relating to
radiopharmaceuticals (9 statements), instrumentation and
setup (18 statements), patient preparation (7 statements),
computer setup/acquisition (15 statements) and analysis
(24 statements). No statements were submitted relating to
interpretation of SPECT. Scores for 16 statements sug
gested weak consensus (s.d. 2.5), 26 statements received
moderate consensus (s.d. = 2.0â€”2.5)and 31 statements
received strong consensus (s.d. < 2.0). The 16 statements
with weak consensus (s.d. 2.5) were the principalfocus
of the teleconference.

Following the first scoring round, the average score (Â±1
s.d.) for all statements was 6.62 Â±2.10. The average score
(Â±1s.d.) following the final round was 6.72 Â±1.32. These
results indicate enhanced consensus because the average
s.d. decreased by 35% from 2.10 to 1.32. This change in
average s.d. was significant at p < 0.0001. The nonpara
metric analysis was more valid because Z-score histograms
of the s.d. from both rounds showed a nongaussian distri
bution. Range values (Â±1 s.d.) from the first round and
final round were 6.3 Â±1.7 and 4.2 Â±2.0. This change in
range was also significant at p < 0.0001 using the same
parametric and nonparametric tests described earlier. The
mean score and median value score did not change signif
icantly between the first and final round (mean 1 = 6.63,
mean 2 = 6.72; median 1 = 7.0, median 2 = 6.9).

Figure 1 shows the s.d. distribution for all statements
following the first and second scoring rounds. The s.d.
distribution shifted to the left with successive rounds. Be
cause there was a statistically significant decrease in s.d.
between the first and second rounds, it was decided that

additional scoring rounds would not be conducted and that
a reasonable consensus had been achieved after two scor
ing rounds.

The final results for each statement are presented in
Table 2. Critical elements are statements that received an
average score of 8.0 or greater, Ã¼npon@atztelements re
ceived an average score of 70 to 8.0, less important ele
ments received an average score of 6.0 to 7.0 and elements
ofuncertain importance received a score below 6.0. Most
of the criticaland importantelements relatedto instrumen
tation and setup (12 statements), analysis (9 statements),
computer setup and acquisition (7 statements), radiophar

FiGURE 1. Thefrequencydistributionoftheaverages.d.fromall
statementsfromRoundI of the Delphipanelis comparedwith
Round2. The distributionhas been aggregatedIntosix ranges for
easeofcomparison.NctethatthereIsa sM to theleftandmuch
higher frequency of lower s.d. after successive panel rounds.
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AverageRANDElements
ofDIagnOStICProcedure Score s.d. ND

8.5 0.8 AllS
8.1 0.5 AllS
8.0 1.2 A9S
8.0 1.0 A9S

8.6 0.5 AIlS
8.5 0.9 A9S
8.2 0.9 A9S
8.1 0.7 AllS

8.2 0.4 AIlS
8.0 0.6 A11S

8.7 0.5 A11S

8.5 0.5 A11S

8.2 0.6 A11S
8.2 0.6 AllS

7.7 2.3 D1IS
7.5 1.8 DIIR

7.9 0.9 A9S
7.8 1.3 A9S

7.7 0.8 A9S
7.6 1.1 A9S
7.6 1.0
7.5 1.6 DI1R

7.5 0.9 A9R

7.6 1.4

7.5 1.0 A9R

7.9 0.8 A11S
7.8 0.6 A11S

7.7 0.9 A9S
7.5 0.7 A11S
7.3 1.0 A9R

7.2 1.2 A9R
7.0 1.5

7.8 1.0 A9S
7.5 1.0
7.4 1.2 A9S

7.0 0.9 A9R
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TABLE 2
Expert Panel Statement List

Critical Elements
Radiophannace@c&

Inject exametazime as soon as possible after preparation and OC.
Useonlyfreshlyeluted(notolderthan2.0hr)T@4.
Employ dose range of 20-30 mCI of Ceretec.
Use short form of QC.

Instrumentation and setup
Stilvefor minimumradiusof rotationforyourcamera system (typioally12-14 cm).
Checkto makesurecomplete360Â°rotationIsunobstructed.
With muttiheed camera, make sure energy windows on all heads are IdentiCallypeaked.
Use high-resolution or special-purpose collimation (fan-beam or cone-beam).

Patientpreparation
Employ patient education regarding scan procedure.
Usecomfortablepatientheadrestraintdevioe.

Analysis(processingand quantification)
Tomographic Images in transverse, sagittal and coronal planes should be available for

interpretation.
Afteracquisition,reviewane ofalltomographicviewsformovementartifactsorother

errors; repeat acquisition Ifnecessary.
Have CT or MRIstudy availableto evaluateanatomy.
When using Image restoration filters (e.g., Metz), perform SPECT acquisitions of a

uniformphantomto ensurethatartifectsare notbeingintroduced.
Important Elements

Red@ce@al
Injectradlopharmaceuticalwithin30 mmof kitpreparation.
Prepare Ceretec immediately before injection and inject within 10 mm of preparation

using short form of chromatography.
Instrumentation and setup

Preferab@@use multihead SPECT system.
Forhigh-qualitySPECTcerebralperfusionstudies,performstudiesondedicated

SPECT systems or multiple head systems.
Give ngorous attention to OC and setup if single-head camera system is used.
Employ conventional QC.
Use easilyadjustabletable and head restto allow minimumradkisof rc*ation.
Check planar lateral views to make sure temporal lobes and as much cerebellum as

possibleare inthe fieldof view.
Rotatecamera within1â€”2cm of the patient@snose; warn patient.

Patient preparation
Comfortablepositioningofthe patient is necessary to preventpatientmovementand

may requireuse of arm board extensions,Velcrosecurityband around abdomen and
knee and leg support.

Administer radiophanneceutlcal in a low noise level, dimly lit room under conditions that
keep visual, auditory and cognfthie stimulation to a minkmim for at least 10 mm
beforeandafterradlopharmaceuticalinjection.

Computersetup and acquisition
Monitorpatient to ensure no patient movement during imaging.
Choose mathx size so that pixel size Is about two to four times smaller than expected

camera reso@on.
If128x 128matrix,useatleast120viewsforangularsampling.
Use manufacturerrecommendationsas startingpant
Collectprojectionsat 6 degree or finerangular incrementsusinga linearpbrelsampling

thatprovidesfora4-to6-mmsamplinginthereconstructedslice.
If64 x 64 matrIx,use at least 60 vIewsforangular sampling.
Use sequentialshort (4-5 mm)acquisitionsin agitatedpatients.

Analysis(processingand quantification)
Usevideo displaysand hardcopy for interpretation.
Employ oblique reorientation to obtaln transmdal slices at 10Â°to OM line.
AttenUatIOncorrection should be used to maintain qualitative relationship between

corticaland deep structures.
Ensure that transverse slices are parallel to OM line.



AverageRANDScores.d.
ND

TABLE 2 (contInued)

Lees Important Elements
Redio@csi

BtitegeneratorsonSundayforworkonMonday.
Instrumentation and setup

Usewrittenmanualwith meticulousStandardizedqualitycontrolsteps.
Record radiosof rctatlon.
Employfan-beam collimatorrather than parallelcollimator.
Withmultiheadcamera, make sure patientdoes not feel claustrophobic.
WIth single-head camera, start from a lateral position with rotation behind the patIent@sheed

fortheflrst 180Â°.
Patientp@on

Insert indwellIngvenous catheter 10 mm before HMPAO Injection.
Computer setup and @on

Shorten accpilsftionto 15-20 mmifpatient is agitated.
Durationof acquisitionshould be approodmately30 mm.
Need to use 3 degrees or less forangular Incrementas 6 degrees Istoo coarse.
Employ imeging time range between 30-45 mm.
Employminimumof60vIewswithmkiimumof20sec/view.

Malysis (processingand quantification)
Umited mollon correction for longitudinal movement should be employed Ifnecessary.
Useimage-restorationfiltersformultiheadcamerabecausetheycanyieldbetterimage

appearance. but correctspeolficationis dependent on system performance.
Filteremployedshouldbe empiricalchoicebasedonactualpatientdata.
ft Is usefulto have two standardizedmethodsof filtering,one for standardlengthacquisition

and one for shortened acquisitions.
Employserniquantitationof corticalcounts usingwholebrain/cerebellumfor normalization.
Use comparisonwith age-matchednormaldatabase.

OM= orbitomeatal;IV= intravenouslyOC = qualitycontrol;HMPAO= hexamethy@xopyleneammneoxime,and A5@ ft@ dkl notfit
any of the eightAIDdefinitions.

continued

6.0 1.9 D11R

6.6
6.6
6.5
6.5
6.5

1.4 A*
1.4 A*

Dl 1R
1.5 D1IR
1.1 A*

6.8 1.2 A9R

6.7 0.9 A9R
6.7 1.5 A5
6.6 1.4 A
6.2 2.0 D11R
6.0 1.3 A5

6.6 1.0 A9R
6.5 1.2 A5

6.4 2.1 D1IS
6.4 1.5 D11R

6.0 0.8 A11R
6.0 2.0 DllR

maceuticals (6 statements) and patient preparation (4 state
ments).

Rand Agreeme@sagreement (AD) CategodzatIon
Table 3 shows the A/D scores. The number of state

ments and the average panel score and s.d. for the state
ments in each A/D category are shown. The 37 statements
that were in the AilS, A11R, A9S or A9R agreement
categories had average s.d. between 0.6 and 1.1. In gen
eral, the strict definitions of A (AilS and A9S) had higher
average scores than the more relaxed A categories (A11R
and A9R). This would imply that the panel members agreed
most about the statements that they assigned a higher score
to or that they believed were most important.There were
13 statements that did not fit any of the eight A/D defini
tions, and they are labeled A* in Tables 2 and 3. This group
of statementshad an averages.d. value of 1.3.

Fifteen statements with an average s.d. of 1.8 were as
signed to the D11R category. The average s.d. for the nine
D11S and D9R statements (2.4 and 2.2, respectively) were
the highest of all A/D categories. The average panel scores
for these statementswere also the lowest, implyingthatthe
panel disagreed most about the statements to which they
assigned the lowest scores (i.e., that they thought were less

important). The A/D scores for all statements are shown in
the last column of Table 2.

Evaluation of the statement list from the second scoring
round using the RAND methodology to determine agree
ment shows an almost identical result in the grouping of
statements.

A narrativeprocedure guideline summary derived from
the statements in Table 2 is presented in the Appendix.
Statements were selected for this narrative if they were in
the c,itical and important elements group in Table 2 and
showed agreement according to the RAND A/D definitions
inTable1.

DISCUSSION

Formal methods to obtain consensus and collate expert
opinion have been used by business leaders and social
scientists for decades. The Delphi technique, on which this
method is based, was introduced in the 1960s (9). Its sig
nificance in medicine began in the mid-1980s, when RAND
Corporation used a modified Delphi technique tojudge the
appropriateness of clinical procedures in specific clinical
circumstances (8). Outside of the work of the RAND Cor
poration, however, the use of formal consensus-develop
ment methods to set medical policy has been limited. This
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Average
Scores.d.RANDAIDElements

of UncertainImportanceR@aceuticalUse

packageinsertQC instructionsto test bindingof lipophiliccompound.5.02.3D9RUse
minimumof 30-mCidose.4.22.1DlISInstrumentation

andsetupRecord
angle of pitchwithregard to the OMline.3.51.1A5Single-head

camera system is not optimalfor brainimagingand should not be used.2.82.7Dl15Patient
preparationPosition

head by means of lightbeam over OMlineto producetransaxialcuts.4.81 .9Dl 1RIf
patient@isrestiess, considerdiazepam 2-5 mg Wor morphine2-5 mg W.4.62.1Dl IRComputer

setup andacquisitionBegin
imaging at least 60 mm after exametazime injection.5.82.6Dl1SInitiate
imaging at 2 hr following injection.5.52.3Dl 1RImaging

should begin 30 mm after Ceretec administration.4.51.6A5M$ysis
(processingandquantification)Use

slicethicknessof 0.8-1.0 cm intransverse plane to fac@ftatecomparisonto CT or MRI.5.91.1A9REmploy
quantificationprocedures.5.92.1D9RThree-dimensional

smoothingof the entirevolumeof the reconstructeddata yieldsbest5.71 .6Dl 1Rappearance.Display

semiquantitative color scale with definitionof abnormalitythreshold.5.52.3D9RFor
single-headcamera,use Butterworthfifterwith frequencycutoffof 0.44-0.5 cycles/cm.5.12.0Dl 1RImage-restoratIon

fifters should be rarely used because of their resultant noisy images.5.01 .2DI IRUse
of contrastenhancementshouldnot be appliedto singleslicesorplanes.4.52.3D9RFor
muftiheadcamera,use Butterworthfilterwithfrequencycutoffof 0.6-0.7 cycles/cm.

OM= orbitomeatai;IV= intravenously;CC = qualitycontrol;HMPAO= hexamethylpropyieneamineo
any of the eightND definitions.4.0

xime, and A5 =1

.3

statementsA9Rthat did not fit

No.of
statementsRAND

agreement
scoreAverage

panel
scores.d.13AllS8.20.62A11R6.70.811A9S7.91.011A9R6.71.15OIlS5.42.415D11R5.81.84D9R5.22.213A56.41.3A5

Did not fit RAND scoring methodology.

TABLE 2 (contInued)

is largely because physicians are unfamiliar with these
methods, those who favor science-based medical policy
are uncomfortable with relying on opinion and those who
are comfortable with opinion often prefer simple discus
sion over tedious group voting procedures.

The common tendency of physicians to defend clinical
practices based on global subjective judgment (10) rather
than on explicit scientific arguments is quickly becoming
outdated. The health care crisis has motivated policy mak
ers, payers and others within the health care system to
scrutinize the rationale for medical procedures. Clinical
practices based on informal consensus and vague, poorly

TABLE 3
Rand Agreement/Disagreement Catego&ation

documented rationale are increasingly difficult to defend.
In response to this trend, practice guidelines are being
developed in increasing numbers to lay out clearly the
scientific rationale for clinical procedures. In 1989, the
federal government established the Agency for Health
Care Policy and Research, which has a congressional man
date to develop practice guidelines. More than 40 specialty
societies have formed practice guideline committees or
task forces. About 1500 practice guidelines have been pub
lished or are under review (3).

In this environment, wide variations in the performance
of nuclear medicine procedures are increasingly problem
atic. Early efforts to develop standardized protocols for
diagnostic imaging included the establishment of Work
groups on Development of Standards and Guidelines at the
1992 Radiology Summit Meeting (11), the Commission on
Standards and Accreditation of the American College of
Radiology and the office of Health Care Policy (now the
Commission on Health Care Policy) of the Society of Nu
clear Medicine. The Society is exploring collaborative re
lationships between nuclear medicine and other groups
that are developing relevant practice guidelines. Ulti
mately, nuclear medicine will need to adopt evidence
based methods to link diagnostic imaging techniques to the
quality of the evidence so that their performance will im
prove clinical outcomes.

In the meantime, expert opinion must be used to reach
consensus on protocols and to reduce unnecessary varia
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tions in clinical practice. The optimal consensus-based ap
proach is (1) transparent, providing explicit documentation
of how the recommendationswere derived; (2) expedient,
producing recommendations without extensive delays; and
(3) efficient, generating product at minimal cost. The au
thors believe the approach described in this article
achieves these objectives. The approach is transparent; the
importance of procedural elements are defined explicitly
on the basis of defined scoring criteria. The process is
expedient, requiring about 5 hr of expert time and about 3
to 6 mo to complete the project. It is also efficient;principal
costs include the use of a fax machine, a telephone confer
ence call and the time requiredfor data analysis.

The process provides physicians with information of
direct relevance to clinical practice. In this case, the pro
cess clarified that the most critical components of brain
SPECT imaging with @Tc-HMPAO are radiopharmaceu
tical preparation, dose, quality control and timing of injec
tion; using dedicated camera imaging systems fitted with
special purpose collimation; educating the patient about
the procedure; and preventing patient motion during acqui
sition. A summary narrative of these components is pre
sented in the Appendix.

This approach is not without its limitations. The conclu
sions of the panel represent expert opinion and are there
fore subject to the biases and other limitations associated
with global subjective judgment (10). There is no explicit
linkage between the conclusions and supporting evidence
or outcomes data, making it unclear whether there is a
scientific basis forjudgments about the importance of pro
cedural elements. The cost effectiveness of the recommen
dations was not considered. The conclusions are based on
the views of 11 experts, and their opinions may not be
representative of other authorities. The views of experts
may not be applicable to common practice conditions in
which equipment and staff limitations may not be optimal
or experience with certain imaging procedures may be
limited. The conclusions of the panel define which proce
dural elements are important but do not provide practice
guidelines on how to perform the procedure.

Although this process does not produce practice guide
lines, the authors believe this technique is applicable to
expert panels engaged in guideline development, who must
also reach consensus and make groupjudgments based on
opinion. Expert opinion is incorporated into all practice
guidelines, and even evidence-based groups are forced to
make subjectivejudgments about the quality of evidence or
its generalizability to clinical practice (12). Ironically,
groups that use some of the most explicit criteria for judg
ing individual studies often rely on informal, poorly docu
mented discussion to reach conclusions about the overall
evidence and the wording of recommendations. Through
simple adaptations of this methodology, expert panels that
develop practice guidelines can replace this informal dis
cussion with systematic scoring methods for rating the
quality of evidence, generalizabiity to practice conditions,
appropriate indications and strength of recommendations.

This method and other explicit approaches for capturing
expert opinion help to ensure that the independent views of
individual panel members are captured accurately and are
not overshadowed by their more outspoken colleagues.
Explicit criteria also provide persons outside the process
with a clear explanation of how the consensus was derived.
Future research is needed to refine this methodology and
similar approaches, test internal and external validity,
compare the reliability of conclusions between different
panels, introduce methods for linking expert opinions to
scientific evidence and collect outcomes data on whether
formal consensus-development methods achieve better
results than informal discussion. Such efforts are likely to
improve the quality of diagnostic imaging and other clinical
practices to which they are applied.

APPENDIX
Exametazime should be prepared with only freshly eluted

TC04 and injected as soon as possible after preparation and
completion of a quality control step that uses the short form of
chromatography.A dose of 20 to 30 mCi shouldbe injectedin a
low noise level, dimly lit room underconditions that keep visual,
auditory and cognitive stimuli to a minimum for at least 10 mm
before and after radiopharmaceuticalinjection.

MultiheadSPECFsystemsfittedwith special-purposecollima
tion with identically peaked energy windows on all heads are
preferred. Single-head camera systems should be used only if

there is rigorous attention to quality control practices. Always
position the patient and scanner to achieve a minimumradiusof
rotation. Prepare the patient for the procedure by indicating what
to expect during the examination. Prevent any possible patient
motion by ensuringthat the patient is as comfortable as possible
during the procedure and by using Velcro security bands on the
torso and extremities and a comfortable head motion restraint
device. Use sequential short (4â€”5mm) acquisitions in agitated
patients.Choose a matrixresolutionso thatpixel size is abouttwo
to four times smaller than the expected camera resolution. Em
ployat least 120views if the matrixresolutionis 128x 128or 60
views if matrix is 64 x 64. Alternatively, collect projections at
6 degree or finer angular increments using a linear pixel sampling
thatprovides for a 4- to 6-mmsamplingin the reconstructedslice.
Have neuroanatomicstudies (CT or MRI) available for compari
son and anatomicdetail.
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